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1> Which field is the biggest? Rugby field, tennis court or soccer field? 
 

2> What is one round of tennis called? 
 

3> How many people are in a team for volleyball? 
 

4> In basketball, what is "travelling"? 

 
5> What do you call hockey that is not played on the ice? 

 
6> What sport is governed by FIFA organization? 

 
7> Why was the USA (among a few other countries) absent from the Moscow 

Olympic Games in 1980? 
 

8> In ancient Greece, what was the Pentathlon? 
 

9> Which discipline is in the triathlon? Javelin throw, swimming or long jump? 
 

10> What is the generally the fastest swimming style? 
 

 
 

Answers:  
 

1> Soccer field - Although the international matches require a fixed size of the 
field, soccer fields vary by 10-20 meters in length and width.  

2> A set - Usually women play best out of 3, and men best out of 5 sets.  
3> 6 - A player called Libero can enter the field in whichever position he wishes.  

4> It's walking with the ball without bouncing it. - Basketball was invented in 
Springfield College in Springfield, Massachussets.  

5> Field hockey - Field hockey is usually played during the summer and in the 
countries that don't have a cold winter.  

6> Soccer - World soccer tournaments are the most popular sport events in the 
world.  

7> It decided not to participate - Overall 65 countries did not participate in the 
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1980 Moscow Olympics.  

8> A contest in Ancient Olympic Games - Pentathlon consisted of 5 disciplines - 

discus throw, javelin throw, wrestling, a run and a long jump  
9> Javelin throw - Iron Man is a special kind of triathlon, that takes about 11 

hours for the best athletes to complete.  
10> The front crawl - The front crawl is also known as the freestyle. 
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